DUTCH CRAFTSMANSHIP

Aquanaut Dutch Craftsmanship since 1961
Water and commerce, the city of Sneek has a rich history covering hundreds of years when it comes to shipping and ship

An Aquanaut is built for enjoying many years of sailing. Or better yet, for unlimited
sailing pleasure. We can update every ship to meet your most recent requirements.

building. Water and ships are integral to our city’s culture. It is in the people’s hearts and DNA, and thus also in our
company and the professionals that work there. Our company is located practically in the heart of Sneek and covers an

The Aquanaut family
Dutch craftsmanship since 1961

area of almost 35000m². All of Aquanaut’s company divisions are sited within this extensive area, such as: yacht building
and yard, boat rental, yacht brokerage, boathouses, yacht service and yacht harbour. Aquanaut thereby offers, since 1961,
After all, your requirements can vary, as can Aquanaut’s line of

From design, construction to final delivery

models. New models are added or improvements are made to

Flexibility and innovative capacity

existing models. Either thanks to new technology or because

High-quality materials
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the market calls for it. See it as an evolution where each new

Meeting customer requirements with professional advice

NL-8607 AB Sneek

professional craftsmanship from A to Z in the area of motor yachts.

Aquanaut builds on the success of previous models. This approach

The Netherlands

will give you the best guarantee for retaining the value of your
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ship. However, what our customers want is always first and foremost
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sales@aquanaut.nl

in determining our approach.

Your Choices, Your Taste

Luxury, comfort and freedom
Andante AC/OC • Drifter 3.0 AC/OC • Privilege • European/ Global Voyager • Majestic AC/OC

aquanaut.nl

Andante AC

Drifter 3.0 AC

Global Voyager

Every Andante vessel is perfectly suited for both inland waterways and

A rugged look, fine construction and unrivalled comfort.

Conquer the seven seas! The Global Voyager is a vessel to sail the world

the open sea, and each one comes with prominent features. The clever air

And all for a price that brings the ultimate water sports dream

with. The modern Mediterranean design and multi-chine hull make the

draught and construction allow you to sail both along the coast and over

within reach for all.

Global Voyager a favourite in any (sea) harbour.

Available as: 350 AC | 390 AC | 430 AC

Available as: GV 1350 | GV 1500 | GV 1700 | GV 1900

rivers and canals, so you will be able to take the Rhone-Rhine Canal and sail
all the way to southern France.
Available as: 380 AC | 400 AC | 438 AC | 500 AC

Majestic AC

Drifter 3.0 OC

Andante OC
A cross between an open cockpit, trawler, and top cockpit yacht. Leading
in its segment and utterly innovative. The Andante has a revolutionary
design and offers unique features..

Our ambition for the Drifter 3.0 OC was to have a ship with as many
elements on a single level as possible, with as few steps as we could
manage – and we succeeded. The cockpit, saloon and galley are all on
the same level within this ship. Utter comfort.

stylish comfort, a warm interior and panoramic views.

Available as: 380 AC | 400 AC | 438 AC | 500 AC

Available as: 350 OC | 390 OC | 430 OC

Available as: 380 OC | 438 OC | 472 Fly | 500 OC

Contemporary design with a nod to the past. The Majestic guarantees

European Voyager

Privilege

Majestic OC

A modern interpretation of the American Passage trawler yachts. Thanks

Lines that seem to go on forever: that is the typical Privilege look. This vessel

Stylish bow, lots of glass all around, curved lines and modern

to its unique arrangement of spaces, the European Voyager offers an

has ample headspace, wonderful views and gorgeous light in the entire interior.

colours are combined here with low-maintenance materials.

on-board feel like no other vessel.
Available as: EV 1300 | EV 1400 | EV 1500 | EV 1700

Step aboard and be enchanted.
Available as: 390 AC | 430 AC | 460 AC | 460 PH | 500 AC | 500 OC

Available as: 380 OC | 438 OC | 472 Fly | 500 OC

